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Figure 1: XRmas overview. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has raised attention toward remote and hybrid communications. Currently, one highly-studied solution lets 

a remote user use virtual reality (VR) to enter an immersive view of a local space, and local users use augmented reality (AR) to see the 

remote user’s representation and digital contents. Such systems give the remote user a sense of ‘being there’, but we identify two more 

challenges to address. First, current systems provide remote users with limited agency to control objects and influence the local space. 

It is necessary to further explore the relationship between users, virtual objects, and physical objects, and how they can play a role in 

providing richer agency. Second, current systems often try to replicate in-person experiences, but hardly surpass them. We propose 

XRmas: an AR/VR telepresence system that (1) provides a multi-agency space that allows a remote user to manipulate both virtual and 

physical objects in a local space, and (2) introduces three family activities in a Christmas context that adopt holographic animation 

effects to create a ‘magical’ experience that takes users beyond merely the feeling of ‘being there’. We report on preliminary insights 

from the use of such a system in a remote family communication context. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The COVID-19 pandemic has raised attention toward remote communication, and there has been increasing interest in 

adopting augmented reality (AR) and virtual reality (VR) in telecommunications. One model of such systems is the 

Augmented Virtual Teleportation (AVT) model [28]. In AVT systems, the local user sees the remote user and digital 

content in their own space through an AR device (e.g., Microsoft HoloLens). The remote user uses VR to view the local 

space and the local user, displayed either through 360° video or as a reconstructed 3D model or point cloud. The remote 

user can also be represented to the local as a 3D-modeled avatar or 3D point cloud. Current AVT systems try to reduce 

asymmetries for the remote user (e.g., [16,17,24–26,28]). However, we identify two gaps that are worth addressing. 

First, since AVT systems provide a remote-collaboration solution for activities that are conducted in a local space 

(e.g., remote surgery [8]), one of the main challenges is to increase the remote user's agency to manipulate and influence 

the local space. To fully explore such systems’ advantage of letting the remote and local users feel they are in the same 

space, both local and remote users should be able to manipulate virtual and physical objects, and virtual objects should 

understand the physical environment instead of being isolated. However, current studies merely focused on providing 

the remote user with richer agency in relation to just shared virtual objects. Some systems allow users to see and place 

virtual objects in a shared space (e.g., [27,28]), but these virtual objects are segregated from the real-world objects. 



 

Moreover, previous explorations of AVT have made great strides in imitating the experience of face-to-face presence, 

but have yet to surpass it. In fact, recent research has hypothesized that AVT systems have taken telepresence into an 

“uncanny valley” [17]—that is, the AVT experience is closer to face-to-face, but might be less preferred than “less realistic” 

telepresence experiences such as those provided by video/audio conferencing. However, the significant feature of AR/VR 

as a medium is to create ‘magic’ in space—that is, letting us enter a digital space (VR) or letting digital objects enter our 

space (AR). In this paper, we use the term ‘magical experience’ to refer to XR experiences that do not exist in real life. 

E.g., spawning objects in the air, or walking on the clouds. Creating ‘magical’ experiences for local and remote users 

could help push AVT systems “beyond being there” [13] and achieve what face-to-face communications cannot achieve. 

To enhance user agency and enable a magical experience in AVT, we propose a system called XRmas, or ‘E[x]tended 

Reality (XR) Multi-Agency Spaces for a Magical Remote Christmas’ (Fig. 1). We focused on remote family communication 

because we felt it could nicely demonstrate the ideas of multi-agency and ‘magical’ experiences, and we were motivated 

to support remote family communication during the COVID-19 pandemic. We focused our design on the Christmas 

holiday because it is considered in some cultural groups to be one of the most important holidays for family gatherings. 

In this paper, we describe the system design and report preliminary findings of its use in a family communication context. 

2 BACKGROUND 

2.1 Augmented Virtual Teleportation (AVT) 

XR remote collaboration systems can support end users in conducting activities in either their own locations (no shared 

space) [23,37,38], together in a virtual environment [1,39,40], or together in a local environment, which is the interest of 

XRmas. Connecting users to a local space can be achieved by ‘augmented video conferencing’ that allows the remote 

user to view the local space and draw annotations in 3D (e.g., [6,7,9]), or by systems like AVT. AVT systems (e.g., [28]) 

allow the local user and the representation of the remote user to co-exist in the local space. The local user uses an AR 

device to view augmented content (the remote user and virtual objects) overlaid on the physical space. The remote user 

uses a VR device to see an immersive view of a recreated version of the local space where the digital objects also live. 

This immersive view of the local space can be captured using a 360° camera (e.g., [41]). Such systems (e.g., 

[16,17,25,26]) present a realtime panoramic view of the local space, but often do not provide depth for virtual objects to 

interact with. Another approach is to recreate the local space as a pre-created 3D model (e.g., [24]) or realtime captured 

point cloud or 3D model (e.g., [8,27,30,31]). This method can add benefit by providing depth for the VR user to view the 

space from different angles. A downside though is that they either require effort in creating the 3D model as well as in 

adding interactive features to it (e.g., to turn on the lights) or they provide lower visual resolution and missing data from 

the back or occluded sides of physical objects. Finally, there are some explorations that combine the advantages of 360° 

videos with 3D reconstruction (e.g., [28]). Our XRmas system also combines 360° video streaming with a pre-captured 

3D scan of the local space to create the illusion that virtual objects can interact with physical objects in the local space. 

2.2 Remote User’s Agency Level in the Local Space 

Agency is one of the most important affordances of AVT systems: allowing the remote user to access the local space. 

From the least to the most, there are three agency levels that the remote user can have: (1) only seeing the space; (2) also 

manipulating the virtual objects in the space; and (3) also manipulating the physical objects in the space. 

Seeing the space is the most basic requirement. An even greater challenge is enabling viewpoint mobility, especially 

in 360°-video-based AVT. VROOM [16,17] enables this by attaching a 360° camera to a robot steered by the remote user. 



 

 

Figure 2. (a) Giving gifts. (b) The implementation of the physical layer. (c) Decorating the room. (d) Lighting up the Christmas tree. 

Manipulating virtual objects is also achieved by many AVT systems, including via spawning, moving, and deleting 

virtual objects (e.g., [27,28]) and annotating in the air (e.g., [8,27,30]). However, only a few systems enable smart virtual 

objects that understand the physical environment (e.g., [28]). 

Manipulating physical objects is more challenging. To the best of our knowledge, no AVT systems have enabled 

physical object manipulation for remote users. Instead, it is usually the local user who manipulates physical objects, and 

the remote user gives instructions (e.g., [24,27]). However, there are other systems that allow users to remotely 

manipulate physical objects. One means is to allow remote control of robotic arms [32,42]. Another way to is enable 

remote control through Internet of Things (IoT; e.g., [15,43]). XRmas tries to create a multi-agency space that provides 

all three levels of agency to the RU by 360° video streaming, virtual object, and IoT-powered object manipulation. 

2.3 Remote Family Communication 

Previous research has explored the use of technology for remote family communication. Distant family members 

typically prefer synchronous mediums to keep in touch due to their in-the-moment nature demanding full attention 

from all involved [4,20,29]. However, standard synchronous mediums such as video conferencing merely provide ‘talking 

heads’ experiences; but providing a shared experience (e.g., a shared interactive activity) can add value to remote 

communication [3]. In particular, children can benefit from more interactive or playful engagements with their remote 

loved ones [14]. Researchers have proposed video conferencing tools that add interactivity for children and other family 

members to make the experience more engaging. For example, OneSpace [5,21] focuses on merging the contents of the 

two video frames to make end users feel as though they are playing together in a shared space. ShareTable [33] and 

IllumiShare [18] focus on drawing attention toward shared physical artifacts in each of the users’ spaces. In XRmas, we 

provide a shared MR experience with holographic animations that allow users to partake in playful activities together. 

3 SYSTEM DESIGN 

XRmas (Fig. 1) is an AVT system that connects a remote family member to a local space. What makes XRmas unique 

from other AVT systems is that (1) it enables a multi-agency space in which the RU can see and interact with both 

digital and physical objects, and (2) it tries to create a ‘magical’ experience via user scenarios that adopt animations and 

special effects to enable the playful interactions of sharing gifts, decorating the room, and lighting up the Christmas tree. 



 

3.1 AVT and Multi-Agency Space  

First, we designed a basic AVT setup for the RU to have the basic level of agency to see the local space and for the LU to 

see the representation of the RU. In the local space, a 360° camera on a tripod streams video to the RU. The LUs use AR 

devices (HoloLens and a smartphone) to see the RU’s avatar overlaid over the 360° camera. In the remote space, the RU 

uses a VR headset to see the 360° streaming and their first-person avatar body, creating the illusion that they are present 

in the local space. We used an avatar body of the RU’s choice, containing a photorealistic head created from a photo of 

the RU’s face. The system synchronizes the RU’s head and body orientation, hand movements, and speech activity to 

the avatar. The RU controls a pointer to manipulate objects in the space using VR controller mode (e.g., Fig. 2-c) or hand 

tracking mode (e.g., Fig. 2-d). LUs can also see the RU’s pointer in the AR view. 

On top of these, to give the RU more control and influence over the local space and make the interaction more 

engaging, we created a multi-agency space. We augmented the local space with a digital interactable layer in which 

the RU can, to some degree, change the digital and physical objects in the local environment, including by: 

1) Manipulating Virtual Objects. The RU can spawn, move, and delete virtual objects in the local space. The objects 

that the RU edited will appear synchronously in the VR and AR views. 

2) Accessing Physical Objects. The RU can control smart devices in the local space via IoT technology. For example, 

the RU can control the IoT smart plug in the local space to switch devices on and off. 

3) Mixing Virtual and Physical Objects. The digital contents in the magical space also, to some degree, understand 

the real environment and co-exist with the real objects instead of being independent of the local environment. In 

XRmas, we implemented this mixing via physics interaction. E.g., a virtual box can land on the physical sofa (e.g., 

Fig. 2-b.2, c.1) instead of falling through it, and if part of a virtual object is behind a wall, that part will be invisible. 

3.2 User Scenario and Magical Experience 

To leverage XR’s feature of creating a magical illusion in the space, we designed a user scenario adopting animations 

and special effects in a Christmas context. We chose Christmas as the theme because, in some cultures, it is one of the 

most important holidays for family gatherings. We designed three activities to prompt playful interactions: 

1) Giving Gifts. The RU can choose a picture of her choice to place inside a virtual gift box (Fig 2-a.1), and spawn 

that gift box into the room. After being spawned, the LUs can see the gift box synchronously. The RU can move the 

gift box to any location using her pointer (Fig. 2-a.2). The LU can open the gift using a tap gesture on the HoloLens 

(Fig. 2-a.3). Upon doing so, the gift flies in the air toward the LU and transforms into the gift picture (Fig. 2-a.4).  

2) Decorating the Room. The RU can choose from a set of virtual Christmas decorations to spawn and decorate the 

room with (Fig. 2-c), including both decorations that exist in real life (e.g., ornaments) and those that do not (e.g., a 

dancing Santa). Decorations float in place where the RU places them, and LUs can view them synchronously in AR. 

3) Lighting up the Tree. In hand tracking mode, the RU can point her arms toward the real Christmas tree. Upon 

doing so, virtual light particles spiral around the tree as if the RU is casting a spell (Fig. 2-d.1). The particles intensify 

as the RU holds her gesture. After a few seconds, the tree lights turn on and the particles fade away (Fig. 2-d.2). 

3.3 Implementation 

XRmas extends the open-source implementation of Microsoft’s “VROOM” prototype [34]. In the local space, we used a 

Microsoft HoloLens (v1) headset [22] running a custom Unity app that displays the avatar and virtual objects over the 

environment. This app also allows the LU to open the virtual gift boxes. We also used an Android phone to run a similar 



 

app that can view the space, but does not allow interaction. The avatar’s head is made from a photo of the RU’s face, 

using the Avatar Maker Pro library [44], and attached to a Microsoft RocketBox [11,36] avatar body of the RU’s choice. 

In the local space, we attached a RICOH Theta V 360° camera [41] to a tripod and connected it to a laptop running an 

app that streams the 360° video to the VR app on the remote side. A Christmas tree with lights was plugged in to a Kasa 

IoT smart plug [19]. Another server app, made with Home Assistant API [2], receives requests from the VR app, which 

uses the Home Assistant’s Unity client [12] to turn on the smart plug.  

On the remote side, we implemented the VR app with Unity and using Oculus Quest (v1/2) [45]. This app displays 

the 360° live video, a first-person view of the avatar, and virtual objects overlaid on the live video. We used a room-scan 

3D model of the living room (Fig. 2-b.1), scanned by the HoloLens, and aligned it with the 360° video to apply physics 

and occlusion, and synchronize the virtual objects for the remote and local applications. We used the MoveBox [10,35] 

library to apply the RU’s controller and finger movements detected by the Quest onto the avatar. The RU can use the 

left thumbstick to switch between the modes of spawn gift, spawn decoration, and light up tree. With the right controller 

pointer, the RU can manipulate virtual objects. Before the experience, the RU can pre-upload pictures to a server, which 

she can then select from in a menu during the experience (Fig. 2-a.1) when spawning gifts. 

The synchronization of video streaming and events such as avatar updates, virtual object updates (e.g., object 

spawning/moving), and IoT switch on/off commands was achieved using multiple peer-to-peer WebRTC connections 

and data channels established using a signaling server implemented in Node.js. 

4 USER INSIGHTS AND FUTURE WORK 

To understand preliminarily how XRmas can influence an RU’s experience, during Christmas 2020, two of the authors 

used XRmas as LUs to connect with a remote family member as the RU (who had one month experience with VR gaming). 

The trial lasted ~25 minutes, and the authors and RU tried all system features. Afterward, the authors and RU re-watched 

a video of the experience together (with the AR and VR views synced and playing side-by-side). During the re-watch, 

the RU paused the video to describe her thoughts on how XRmas felt different from video-conferencing and in-person 

Christmas gatherings, while the authors asked follow-up questions to understand her experience. 

We found that the multi-agency space provided the RU with a feeling of increased agency and belonging in the space, 

but that this was hampered by slight asymmetries between the LUs’ and RU’s experiences. The RU said she felt like she 

was “there” because she could “interact with [the] space,” especially when she found she could turn on the IoT tree. 

However, she also felt that the virtual objects were “in a separate space” from the physical objects. She suspected this 

could be due to small differences in how she saw the virtual objects compared to how the LUs saw them. E.g., the LUs 

could move around and discover gift boxes dropped behind the counter, but the RU thought they disappeared because 

she could not see them from her fixed perspective. However, the RU felt an increased sense of presence when the LUs 

mirrored her arm movements (e.g., raising arms for cheering), because it reminded her that she could be seen in the 

room. We also found the ‘magical’ experience made the activity more memorable to the RU than in-person gatherings: 

“[XRmas] felt more significant. […] Because the way that I did it [turned on the tree], it was more interesting and 

more memorable than just physically turning on the lights. The magic powers! […] I think that something as simple 

as just having an animation made it feel more like I was there.” 

Overall, we feel the multi-agency space increased the RU’s influence and agency, and creating a ‘magical’ experience 

triggered meaningful memories that reflect a higher sense of belonging and agency. In the future, we are interested in 

conducting more in-depth user studies to further understand the potential of multi-agent spaces and the ‘magical’ effect. 
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